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Which statement is true about the Confluent Platform capability for the IBM Cloud Pak for
Integration?

A. It provides the ability to trace transactions through IBM Cloud Pak for Integration.
B. It provides a capability that allows user to store, manage, and retrieve integration assets
in IBM Cloud Pak for Integration.
C. It provides APIs to discover applications, platforms, and infrastructure in the
environment.
D. It provides an event-streaming platform to organize and manage data from many
different sources with one reliable, high performance system.

Answer: B

Which statement is true about App Connect Designer? 

A. Only one instance of App Connect Designer can be created in a namespace.
B. For each App Connect Designer instance, a corresponding toolkit instance must be
created.
C. Multiple instances of App Connect Designer can be created in a namespace.
D. App Connect Designer must be linked to a toolkit for validation.

Answer: C

Starling with Common Services 3.6, which two monitoring service modes are available?

A. OCP Monitoring
B. OpenShift Common Monitoring
C CP4I Monitoring
C. CS Monitoring
D. Grafana Monitoring

Answer: A,D

Explanation: https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cloud-paks/cp-management/2.2.x?topic=cm-

cluster-monitoring-cloud-platform-common-services-version-36x 
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The monitoring component of Cloud Pak for Integration is built on which two tools?

A. Jaeger
B. Prometheus
C. Grafana
D. Logstash
E. Kibana

Answer: A,C

OpenShift Pipelines can be used to automate the build of custom images in a CI/CD
pipeline and they are based on Tekton. 

What type of component is used to create a Pipeline? 

A. TaskRun
B. Task
C. TPipe
D. Pipe

Answer: B

Explanation: https://developer.ibm.com/blogs/openshift-101-pipelines/ 

What is a prerequisite for setting a custom certificate when replacing the default ingress
certificate? 

A. The new certificate private key must be unencrypted.
B. The certificate file must have only a single certificate.
C. The new certificate private key must be encrypted.
D. The new certificate must be self-signed certificate.
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Answer: A

When considering storage for a highly available single-resilient queue manager, which
statement is true?

A. A shared file system must be used that provides data write integrity, granting exclusive
access to file and release locks on failure.
B. To tolerate an outage of an entire availability zone, cloud storage which replicates
across two other zones must be used.
C. Persistent volumes are not supported for a resilient queue manager.
D. A single resilient queue manager takes much longer to recover than a multi instance
queue manager

Answer: A

The OpenShift Logging Elasticsearch instance is optimized and tested for short term
storage. Approximately how long will it store data for? 

A. 1 day
B. 30 days
C. 7 days
D. 6 months

Answer: C

An administrator has to implement high availability for various components of a Cloud Pak
for Integration installation. Which two statements are true about the options available?

A. DataPower gateway uses a Quorum mechanism where a global load balancer uses
quorum algorithm to choose the active instance.
B. Queue Manager (MQ) uses Replicated Data Queue Manager (RDQM).
C. API management uses a quorum mechanism where components are deployed on a
minimum of three failure domains.
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D. Platform Navigator uses an Active/Active deployment, where the primary handles all the
traffic and in case of failure of the primary, the load balancer will then route the traffic to the
secondary.
E. AppConnect can use a mix of mechanisms - like failover for stateful workloads and
active/active deployments for stateless workloads

Answer: A,D

In Cloud Pak for Integration, which user role can replace default Keys and Certificates?

A. Cluster Manager
B. Super-user
C. System user
D. Cluster Administrator

Answer: D

Which OpenShift component is responsible for checking the OpenShift Update Service for
valid updates?

A. Cluster Update Operator
B. Cluster Update Manager
C. Cluster Version Updater
D. Cluster Version Operator

Answer: D

Explanation: The Cluster Version Operator (CVO) in your cluster checks with the

OpenShift Update Service to see the valid updates and update paths based on current

component versions and information in the graph. When you request an update, the CVO

uses the release image for that update to upgrade your cluster. 

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-

us/openshift_container_platform/4.6/html/updating_clusters/understanding-the-update-

service#:~:text=The%20Cluster%20Version%20Operator%20(CVO)%20in%20your%20clu

ster%20checks%20with,update%20to%20upgrade%20your%20cluster. 
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Which statement is true regarding the DataPower Gateway operator?

A. The operator creates the DataPowerService as a DaemonSet.
B. The operator creates the DataPowerService as a Deployment.
C. The operator creates the DataPowerService as a StatefulSet.
D. The operator creates the DataPowerService as a ReplicaSet.

Answer: B

Before upgrading the Foundational Services installer version, the installer catalog source
image must have the correct tag. To always use the latest catalog click on where the text
'latest' should be inserted into the image below?

Answer:

Explanation: Upgrading from version 3.4.x and 3.5.x to version 3.6.x 

Before you upgrade the foundational services installer version, make sure that the installer

catalog source image has the correct tag. 
If, during installation, you had set the catalog source image tag as latest, you do
not need to manually change the tag.
If, during installation, you had set the catalog source image tag to a specific
version, you must update the tag with the version that you want to upgrade to. Or,
you can change the tag to latest to automatically complete future upgrades to the
most current version.

To update the tag, complete the following actions. 
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To update the catalog source image tag, run the following command.
oc edit catalogsource opencloud-operators -n openshift-marketplace
Update the image tag.
spec:
displayName: IBMCS Operators
image: 'icr.io/cpopen/ibm-common-service-catalog:latest'
publisher: IBM
sourceType: grpc
updateStrategy:
registryPoll:
interval: 45m
To check whether the image tag is successfully updated, run the following
command:
oc get catalogsource opencloud-operators -n openshift-marketplace -o
jsonpath='{.spec.image}{"\n"}{.status.connectionState.lastObservedState}'

The following sample output has the image tag and its status: 
icr.io/cpopen/ibm-common-service-catalog:latest 
READY% 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cpfs?topic=online-upgrading-foundational-services-from-
operator-release 

The following deployment topology has been created for an API Connect deploy-ment by a
client.

Which two statements are true about the topology?

A. A. Regular back-ups of the API Manager and Portal have to be taken and these backups
should be replicated 
to the second site. 
B. This represents a Active/Passive deployment (or Portal and Management ser-vices.
C. This represents a distributed Kubernetes cluster across the sites.
D. In case of Data Center J failing, the Kubernetes service of Data Center 2 will detect and
instantiate the portal and management services on Data Center 2. D E. This represents an
Active/Active deployment for Gateway and Analytics services.

Answer: C,D
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What ate the two possible options to upgrade Common Services from the Extended Update
Support (EUS) version (3.6.x) to the continuous delivery versions (3.7.x or later)?

A. Click the Update button on the Details page of the common-services operand.
B. Select the Update Common Services option from the Cloud Pak Administration Hub
console.
C. Use the OpenShift web console to change the operator channel from stable-v1 to v3.
D. Run the script provided by IBM using links available in the documentation.
E. Click the Update button on the Details page of the IBM Cloud Pak Founda-tional
Services operator.

Answer: B,D

Which service receives audit data and collects application logs in Cloud Pak Foundational
Services?

A. logging service
B. audit-syslog-service
C. systemd journal
D. fluentd service

Answer: B

What is the License Service's frequency of refreshing data? 

A. 1 hour.
B. 30 seconds.
C. 5 minutes.
D. 30 minutes.

Answer: C

What is the result Of issuing the oc extract secret/platform—auth—idp—credentials --to=-
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command? 

A. Writes the OpenShift Container Platform credentials to the current directory.
B. Generates Base64 decoded secrets for all Cloud Pak for Integration users.
C. Displays the credentials of the admin user.
D. Distributes credentials throughout the Cloud Pak for Integration platform.

Answer: C

What is the minimum Red Hat OpenShift version for Cloud Pak for Integration V2021.2? 

A. 4.7.4
B. 4.6.8
C. 4.7.4
D. 4.6.2

Answer: B

Which two statements are true for installing a new instance of IBM Cloud Pak for
Integration Operations Dashboard?

A. For shared data, a storage class that provides ReadWriteOnce (RWO) access mode of
at least 100 MB is required.
B. A pull secret from IBM Entitled Registry must exist in the namespace containing an
entitlement key.
C. If the OpenShift Container Platform Ingress Controller pod runs on the host network, the
default namespace must be labeled with network.openshif t. io/contoller-group: ingress to
allow traffic to the Operations Dashboard.
D. The vm.max_map_count sysctl setting on worker nodes must be higher than the
operating system default.
E. For storing tracing data, a block storage class that provides ReadWriteMany (RWX)
access mode and 10 IOPS of at least 10 GB is required.

Answer: D,E
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